
Introduction
Forest rangers, surveyors, engineers, geologists, sailors, skiers. They all use clinometers to help them 
determine angles they view while working. Forest rangers find them particularly useful because they 
can use them, in conjunction with tape measure, to determine the heights of very tall trees, which can 
tell them a lot of information about the tree, such as how much rainfall it has received. We’re going 
to try this practice ourselves.

Materials

• Tape Measure
• Clinometer

• Calculator
• Notebook, Pen/Pencil

Procedure

1) Get your materials
2) Decide on your roles: clinometer user, tape measurer, and calculator.
3) Proceed to Stuyvesant Square Park. Choose a tree you would like to measure the height 

of.
4) Estimate the height of the tree in the estimation box.
5) Have your clinometer user line up the top of the tree with the sight, and pull the trigger. 

Wait for the arrow to finish moving, and release. Record the angle measure displayed.
6) Measure the distance from the feet of the clinometer user to the base of the tree.
7) Measure the height of the clinometer user from their feet to their eyes.
8) Go to a teacher and tell them your angle. They will give you the RATIO related to that 

angle, of the height over the distance.
9) Use that ratio to set up a proportion and calculate the height of the tree.

 

Angle Ratio
1

= Tree Height
Distance from Tree

10) Add the height of the viewer’s eyes to the calculated value to get the actual height.
11) Move to a different distance and repeat steps 5-9 for the same tree. Check to see if 

you got the same height.
12) Now try with a building. Find a building you want to find the height of and repeat 

steps 5-10.
13) The height of the MetLife Tower (tallest building in the world from 1909-1913) is 700 

ft. Figure out how far away you are using the clinometer’s angle measure. Check your 
answer with Google Maps.


